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Generation-Skipping
Trusts In Estate Planning
Crafting Dynasty Trusts For Tax Savings,
Providing Income To Future Family
Generations And Protection From
Creditors

Introduction
 This CLE webinar will
prepare estate planning
attorneys to identify estate
planning opportunities
associated with generationskipping trusts.
 The Panel Will Outline—
 The Asset Protection And Tax
Savings Benefits
 How-to Structure And Fund
The Trust
 Identify Provisions To
Consider
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Description Of The Presentation
 Generation-skipping
trusts (Dynasty Trusts)
provide important estate
planning benefits.
 The assets that fund the
trusts can be protected
from estate taxes and
creditors.
 The generation-skipping
transfer tax exemption
can also be maximized.
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Description Of The Presentation
 Funding the trust with
specific types of assets
allows for the potential of
tax-free growth.
 Life insurance should also
be considered to fund the
dynasty trust to provide
beneficiaries with a death
benefit that may not be
subject to estate and
other transfer taxes.
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Outline Of The Presentation
I. ADVANTAGES OF DYNASTY TRUSTS
II. STRUCTURING DYNASTY TRUSTS
III. FUNDING OPTIONS
IV. RECENT STRATEGIES
a. SUB-S CORPORATIONS
b. CRUMMEY POWERS
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Donna J. Jackson, Atty
Attorney at Law, Oklahoma City, Okla.


Her practice focuses on estate
planning, trusts and estates, wills,
and probate law.



She is a member of NAELA, Wealth
Counsel Advisors Forum, ABA,
Oklahoma Bar Association and
Oklahoma Society of CPAs.
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Karen L. Brady, Atty
Karen Brady & Associates, Arvada,
Colo.


Her practice focuses on legacy
planning, including planning for
the succession of estates and
businesses and protection of
assets.



She also advises small businesses
about legal and strategic planning.



She is an author and instructor on
estate planning issues.
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Mary A. Akkerman, Partner
Lindquist & Vennum,
Sioux Falls, S.D.


She practices in the areas of estate
planning, wills and trusts, estate
and trust litigation, guardianship
and conservatorship litigation, tax
litigation, probate, adoptions,
prenuptial agreements,
antenuptial agreements, and
cohabitation agreements.



She serves on the S.D. State Bar
Law School Committee.



She is a member of the Sioux Falls
Estate Planning Council and USD
Planned Giving Council.
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What Is A Dynasty Trust?
 “Dynasty Trust” has become a generic term
for trusts lasting a long period of time,
sometimes as long as allowed by the rule
against perpetuities (RAP) and, in jurisdictions
that repealed RAP, even in perpetuity.
 The Dynasty Trust allows the trustor to pass
wealth from generation to generation without
the burden of transfer taxes, including estate,
gift and generation-skipping (GST) taxes.
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What Is A Dynasty Trust?
 Trusts are taxed under Subchapter J of the
Internal Revenue Code (IRC)—
 §§ 641-668

 § 678

Items of income, loss, deduction and
credit, unless a trust is a “grantor
trust” under §§ 671-679, in which
case those items are attributed
directly to the grantor and the trust
is ignored for income tax purposes.
Sets forth situations in which parties
other than the grantor will have those
items attributed to them.
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I. ADVANTAGES OF
DYNASTY TRUSTS

Advantages Of Dynasty Trusts
In General
 Provide asset protection to the beneficiaries and
extended relief from federal or state transfer taxes.
 Provide long-term incentives for certain types of
behavior, leaving a legacy from the grantor that is more
than financial.
 Help to create continuity in the operation of a closely
held family business, acting in essence as a voting
trust.
 Can be used for very specific, long-range purposes,
such as ensuring that all of the grantor’s descendants
are able to afford to go to college or make a down
payment on a home.
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Advantages Of Dynasty Trusts
Comparison of a Trust and a “Dynasty Trust”
Why Use A Trust?


The same features that make trusts
desirable apply to Dynasty Trusts—
 Investment management
 Orderly distribution of assets at set times and
to designated beneficiaries
 Preservation of “family heirlooms”
 Creditor protection, including protection from
divorce
 Philosophical principles—
 Incentives to beneficiaries
 Disincentives to beneficiaries
 Promotion of fiscal and social responsibility
 Protection for beneficiaries with disabilities
 Preventing assets from being sold
 Consolidating voting interests in closely-held
entities
 Tax savings
 Privacy

Why Make It A Dynasty Trust?


Dynasty Trusts have the same benefits as
any trust.



The benefits of creating a trust will
continue to be the same throughout the
generations.



The trustor can protect and provide for
future generations.



Well-crafted perpetual trusts can be
flexible in times of change.



Protection from estate, gift and GST taxes.
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Advantages Of
Dynasty Trusts
Tax Benefits

 Generally, transfers, by an
individual to a beneficiary other
than a charity, are subject to
federal estate and gift tax laws.
 However, in 2012, each individual
has a lifetime unified credit
against federal estate and gift tax
in the amount of $5,120,000.

 Under current tax law, a married
couple can fund a trust with up to
$10,240,000 by using each
spouse’s unified credit.
 In 2013, unless Congress acts in
the meantime, this amount is
scheduled to be reduced to
$1,000,000 per person.
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Advantages Of
Dynasty Trusts
Tax Benefits

 For clients with assets in
excess of the unified credit
against federal estate and gift
tax, techniques may be used
to take advantage of
discounting.
For example, an Intentionally
Defective Grantor Trust (IDGT)
may be used to sell interests
owned by an LLC or FLP to the
trust at a discount premised on
lack of marketability or lack of
control.
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Advantages Of Dynasty Trusts
 Due to the duration of
these trusts, they are
well-suited to the use of
a corporate trustee or
professional fiduciary.
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Advantages of Dynasty Trusts
• Control and flexibility
– Use of directed trust provisions
• Investment Advisors/Committees
• Distribution Advisors/Committees

– Why is a directed trust useful?
• It allows the family to preserve relationships with nontrust money managers and other advisors
• It allows the family to choose a trust-friendly
jurisdiction that allows dynasty trusts even where the
grantor does not live in the jurisdiction
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Advantages of Dynasty Trusts
– Use of trust protectors
• Can oversee the trustee and investment and distribution
committee/advisors
• Remove and replace fiduciaries and appoint successors
• Consent to, direct, or veto trust income or principal
distributions
• Change the governing law or trust situs
• Alter the interests of beneficiaries
• Interpret the terms of the trust
• Advise the trustee
• Approve accountings
• Terminate the trust
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Advantages of Dynasty Trusts
• Investment Management
– Directed trusts allow broad diversification
– Or, in the alternative, directed trusts allow the
trustee to hold family business interests, real
estate, foreign assets, and illiquid or nontraditional assets as the investment committee
has power to direct the trustee to hold such assets
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Advantages of Dynasty Trusts
• Preservation of Family Values / Heir Training
– Directed trusts can allow family members input
into investments in some circumstances
– The family can preserve its heritage through
preservation of certain assets and through family
involvement in preservation of family wealth
– Dynasty trust planning preserves wealth from
generation to generation
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Advantage of Dynasty Trusts
• Asset Protection
– Self-settled spendthrift trusts are allowed in
certain jurisdictions
– Limiting distributions to the discretion of the
trustee provides a level of creditor protection for
future generations
– Family assets may be placed in limited liability
entities which are then held in the trust by the
trustee
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Advantages of Dynasty Trusts
• Tax savings
– Estate tax savings if assets are removed from the
estate
– Generation skipping transfer tax savings for gifts
to future generations
– State income taxes can be eliminated or avoided
by using a tax-friendly jurisdiction, in certain
circumstances
– Insurance premium taxes can be lower in trustfriendly jurisdictions
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II. STRUCTURING
DYNASTY TRUSTS

What Is A Dynasty Trust?
Focus
Basic Principles
 Trusts are irrevocable.
 Beneficiaries of trusts span
multiple generations.
 The Law of Trust Situs has
no RAP, or the RAP period is
long. (e.g., 365 years in
Nevada)

Choices To Make











Inter-vivos or Testamentary
Domestic or Offshore Situs
Self-settled or 3rd-party
Grantor vs. Non-grantor
Duration—unlimited or limited
by state law—client’s goals
Trustee selection—removal
and replacement
Use of trust protector
Trust situs
Maximizing flexibility
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What Is A Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make
Inter-vivos
 Can leverage current gift tax
exemption which may go
down.
 Can allow grantor to benefit
from income and/or
principal.

Testamentary
 Can provide more certain
asset protection because it
is never self-settled.
 Testamentary Dynasty
Trusts can meet estate
planning goals with minimal
cost or restriction for
grantor.
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What Is A Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make
Domestic
 Domestic Asset Protection
Trusts (DAPT) are improving
because of more favorable
laws in many states.

Offshore
 Used to be the “gold
standard” for asset
protection.
 Losing favor because of
increased I.R.S. scrutiny and
tax reporting requirements.
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What Is A Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make
Self-Settled

3rd-Party

 Traditionally afforded less asset
protection, but laws on this are
changing.
 More likely to be included in the
estate of the grantor, BUT the
estate’s removal of 3rd-Party
Trusts have pitfalls, too. (e.g., gift
tax, retained interest concerns,
GST).
 Private Letter Ruling (PLR)
9837007 held transfer to SelfSettled Irrevocable Trust could be
completed by gift but refused to
rule on estate tax inclusion. See
also Revenue Ruling 77-378.

 More widely accepted for
asset protection
 NOTE. The settlor must feel
comfortable giving up access
to assets in 3rd-Party trust, but
this must be recognized as a
possibility for Self-Settled
Trusts as well (creditors cannot
take what grantor cannot
access himself).
 Provide for Trust Protector to
add or remove Settlor or
Spouse as Beneficiary
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What Is A Dynasty
Trust?
Choices To Make

Self-Settled vs. 3rd-Party (cont’d)
 PLR 200944002 refused to rule on
whether the Trustee’s discretion to
distribute principal and income to
Grantor was a retained interest,
especially where evidence might imply
agreement between Grantor and
Trustee.
 Because of PLR 200944002, the
uncertainty raises concerns about GST
tax.
 The GST exemption cannot be allocated
until the end of the Estate Tax Inclusion
Period (ETIP), which is the period of
time after a transfer during which the
value of property transferred would be
includible in the transferor’s gross
estate.
 ISSUE. If estate tax inclusion is
uncertain for self-settled trust, can the
GST exemption ever be allocated?
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What Is A Dynasty
Trust?
A Side Trip Into GST Territory

Definitions
 A “skip person” is a person
two or more generations
below the transferor.
A trust also is a “skip person” if
all of the trust beneficiaries are
“skip persons” or if no person
holds an interest in the trust
and future distributions from
the trust can be made only to
“skip persons.”

 A “direct skip” is a transfer,
subject to gift or estate tax,
to a “skip person.”
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What Is A Dynasty
Trust?
A Side Trip Into GST Territory

 The Generation Skipping
Transfer Tax applies to
“skipped” generations.
 13 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2664.
 Indirect skips are gifts that MAY
result in a later gift to a skip
person, such as a distribution
during a trust term to a skip
person or termination of a trust
that may pay out to a skip
person.
 GST tax is not incurred on indirect
skips until the distribution or
termination takes place, at which
point the tax is applied to the
amount distributed or
terminated.
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What Is A Dynasty
Trust?
A Side Trip Into GST Territory
Dynasty Trust planning is best done when the
GST exemption is maximized at the time of
the gift to the trust, so gifts up to $5,120,000
(2012 exemption) can use the exemption and
protect more of the future growth.

 Allocation
 Allocation of the GST exemption
amount can be made when a gift
is made to the trust that would
eventually be subject to GST tax.
 Allocation shelters all later
proceeds of the trust in
proportion to the amount
allocated.
 EXAMPLE. Gift to trust is $100,000.
The GST allocation is $50,000. Then,
50% of trust distributions are
exempt from future GST tax.

 Partial allocation is a nightmare,
which is why many estate plans
call for 2 trusts: One with an
inclusion ration of 1, and the
other with an inclusion ration of
0.
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What Is A Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make
Non-Grantor
 Inter-vivos Dynasty Trusts
can be grantor or nongrantor trusts, depending
on the powers given to the
grantor (e.g., power to
substitute). See Stafford
webinar on IDGTs.

Grantor
 Use of grantor trust status can
make trusts more palatable to
client because of reduced
paperwork.
 Use of grantor trust status also
can further reduce the estate
by taking income taxes out of
the grantor’s estate without
making a gift but DO NOT
mandate that the trust repay
the grantor (discretion to do
so is permissible, but this may
reduce asset protection for
grantor).
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What is a Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make
Trust Duration
 May be limited by state law RAP.
 Some limited to traditional 21 years after life-in-being.
 Nevada is 365 years after transfer of interest.
 Colorado is 1000 years.
 South Dakota has abolished RAP entirely.

 QUESTION. Is there really a practical difference
between 365 years and 1000 years or no RAP at all?
 Clients may wish to benefit children and grandchildren
but not as many future generations as would fall within
some state’s extended RAP.
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What is a Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make






Trustee Selection, Removal and Replacement
Given that Dynasty Trusts are designed to span generations, trustee
selection is especially important.
A provision for appointing a successor trustee by existing trustees should
be considered.
A provision for removal of trustee is very important.
Consider whether successor trustees must fall within a certain class.
 Attorney
 C.P.A.
 Trust Company

 May be wise to allow for a Directed Trust and/or divide trustee duties.
 Administrative Duties To 3rd-party
 Distributions By Family or Friend

 Give thought to trustee standards.
 Family might only be liable if gross misconduct is found.
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What is a Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make
Use of a Trust Protector
 Trust Protectors can provide flexibility due to the inability of the
grantor or attorney to foresee hundreds of years into the future.
 The Trust Protector may be named in the trust.
 But with a Dynasty Trust, the Trust Protector should also provide for
succession, removal and replacement, as to trustees.

 Some states are more specifically amenable to Trust Protectors than
others.





South Dakota
Nevada
Alaska
NOTE. This is no surprise because these same states are also among
those most friendly to Dynasty Trusts.
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What is a Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make

Trust Situs
 May allow for trustee or Trust Protector to
move trust situs, which allows for flexibility.
 Probably unwise to settle a trust in a state
with the common law RAP even with a
provision for moving situs at a later date.
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Structuring Dynasty Trusts
Situs And Domicile
 The question of situs really
deals with the choice of state
law that is to be applied to a
trust.
 The term “situs” can be used
for the place in which the real
property held by the trustee is
located, or, in the case of
trusts not holding property,
the place of the trust’s
administration.
 There is a legal distinction
between the treatment of real
property held by a trustee and
all other assets for purposes of
governing law.
41

Structuring Dynasty Trusts
Situs And Domicile: Legal Distinction
Real Property
 In the case of real property,
the law that applies is the
law of the jurisdiction in
which the real property is
located.

Principal Place of the
Trust’s Administration

 While the law of the principal
place of the trust’s
administration determines the
governing law for all other
property (personal property).
 The general rule, as to
personal property, is that the
settlor or testator can select
the law of the jurisdiction to
govern the validity of the trust
if the chosen jurisdiction has a
sufficient relationship to the
trust.
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Structuring Dynasty Trusts
Situs And Domicile: An Example
 Example: Assume Grantor is a New York domiciliary who
owns real property located in Georgia. Assume, further,
that he transfers stocks, bonds and the Georgia real
property to a corporate trustee in California.
 Under general trust principles, the law of Georgia would
govern with respect to the real property, while the law of
California would govern with respect to the other assets.
 In this example, the trust actually has two different places
of situs:
 The location of the real property and
 The place of administration.
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Structuring
Dynasty Trusts
Situs and Domicile: Which
Law Governs?
First, the issue of length of a trust, in
effect, goes to the validity of the trust,
because a violation of the RAP renders
a gift, or the trust itself, invalid.
Second, the rules of interpretation
get more complicated when state
income taxes are added to the mix.
Therefore, a trust can be subject to
the laws governing validity of one
jurisdiction, while it may be subject to
the income tax laws of another.

 The question of which state law
governs the operations of a dynasty
trust is critical, primarily because
two benefits that often are
advertised for dynasty trusts are
 Indefinite duration (not hampered
by any RAP) and
 The absence of state income tax.

 More importantly, the state laws
governing validity and income
taxation cannot be drafted around.
 However, rules governing
construction and administration can
be drafted to take into account laws
of a jurisdiction, even if there is no
connection with that jurisdiction.
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Structuring
Dynasty Trusts
PRACTICE POINTER

 Prior to changing the situs of
the trust, the trustee should
consider—
1. Whether the trustee has the
authority to change under
the terms of the instrument
or applicable state law;
2. The state law implications of
changing situs including state
fiduciary income tax; and
3. If the trust is grandfathered,
the effect, if any, on the
status of the trust for
purposes of the generationskipping transfer tax.
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What is a Dynasty Trust?
Choices To Make
Other Issues To Provide Maximum Flexibility
 Consider allowing for trust decanting, such as paying from
one trust into another.
 Decanting can provide more flexibility than trust modification,
even where modification is permitted by trust terms.

 Beneficiary Powers of Appointment can increase flexibility
provided they do not cause estate inclusion for beneficiary.
 Although some “trigger powers” can create estate inclusion
when inclusion would be desirable.

 Consider state requirements for notice to beneficiaries.
 QUESTION. Can they be limited to meet client goals?
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Structuring Dynasty Trusts
Provisions To Consider Including In A Dynasty Trust










Trust protectors
Investment Committee
Distribution Committee
Creditor Protection
Limited Powers of Appointment
Notice Provisions Limiting Information To Beneficiaries
Choice of Law In Favor Of A Perpetual Trust State
Choice of Situs In Favor Of A Perpetual Trust State
Provisions Regarding Modification Or Termination Of
A Trust
 No-Contest Clause
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III. FUNDING OPTIONS

Funding Options
Dynasty Trust Funding
 Some state’s RAPs differ between real and personal property which
can affect funding choices.
 Generally, the concept is to fund the Dynasty Trust with assets likely
to increase in value during term of trust.
 Discounted Business Interests

 Also need to consider whether the grantor needs income if the
trust is not self-settled.
 Inter-vivos trusts can continue to be funded with annual exclusion
amounts.
 Some practitioners use gifts to fund the trust as “seed money” for
leveraging techniques.
 Down payment to purchase business, while funding remainder with
promissory note
 See Strafford webinar on IDGTs.
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Funding
Options

 The current tax situation
makes funding of Dynasty
Trusts in 2012 especially
attractive since a high net
worth individual can fund a
trust with $5,120,000 free of
gift tax by taking advantage of
the lifetime credit.
 Under current tax law, a
married couple can fund a
trust with up to $10,240,000
by using each spouse’s unified
credit.
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IV. RECENT STRATEGIES

a. SUB-S CORPORATIONS

IV. RECENT STRATEGIES
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Recent Strategies
Sub-S Corporations

Preserving the Family Business
 A primary concern that many grantors
have who have founded a successful
family business is how that business will
be maintained by future generations.
 A Dynasty Trust can be an effective tool
in circumventing the hard feelings
associated with picking one successor
for the business.
 The Dynasty Trust can operate as a
voting or control trust, designed to
prevent one person from steering the
business away from its original vision.
 However, implementing such a plan
requires the business owner to
relinquish at least some control of the
business, a step that most business
owner’s are unwilling to take.
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Recent Strategies
Sub-S Corporations

Special Rules
 Special rules apply if the trust
will hold stock or shares in a
corporation, and particularly
if the corporation is a “Sub-S
Corporation” (S Corp).
 Only certain trusts can be
shareholders of an S Corp—
Grantor trusts
Qualified subchapter S trusts
(QSST)
Electing small business trusts
(ESBT)
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Recent Strategies
Sub-S Corporations

Grantor Trusts
 A grantor’s trust is one where the
grantor keeps some interest in either
the trust assets or the income that is
generated by the trust.
 In a grantor’s trust, the grantor is
treated as the owner of the trust for
federal income tax purposes, and so
there is no tax at the trust level—all
income and losses are passed through
to the grantor.
 Any trust that qualifies as a grantor trust
will be eligible to hold S Corp stock.
 It does not matter what the terms of the
trust are.
 There is no need for the grantor to make
an election to be a shareholder of the S
Corp, as long as the grantor is a U.S.
citizen or resident.
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Recent Strategies
Sub-S Corporations
Qualified Subchapter S Trust
(QSST)




A valid QSST must meet certain
requirements, and the beneficiary of
the trust must join in making the S Corp
election for tax purposes.
To qualify, a QSST—
 Can have only 1 income beneficiary, that
is, only 1 person can receive the income
generated by the trust (except that
spouses can be co-beneficiaries of the
income if they are both U.S. citizens or
residents and they file a joint federal
income tax return),
 During the income beneficiary’s lifetime,
only he or she can be given principal
distributions from the QSST, that is, only
that beneficiary can be given the actual
stock, and
 All of the trust income must be distributed
to the income beneficiary.

Electing Small Business Trust
(ESBT)




The ESBT is the only trust that can hold
S Corp stock, have more than 1
beneficiary, and allow the trustee
discretion over distributions, without
causing a loss of the S Corp election.
Since it is regarded as a tax break by
Congress and the IRS, the ESBT must
meet special and strict requirements—




All beneficiaries must be qualified S Corp
shareholders, that is, where individual
beneficiaries are concerned, each must be
a U.S. citizen or resident, and
The trustee must elect to have the trust
treated as a separate trust for income tax
purposes, and taxed separately at the
highest income tax rate.
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b. CRUMMEY POWERS

IV. RECENT STRATEGIES
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Recent Strategies
Crummey Powers
In Crummey v. Comr., 397 F.2d 82 (9th
Cir. 1968), the Ninth Circuit held that
transfers to a trust over which the
beneficiaries held withdrawal rights
qualified for the § 2503(b) annual
exclusion from taxable gifts even
thought it was unlikely the
beneficiaries would exercise, or indeed
that some even knew of, these rights.

 In the case of Dynasty Trusts, using
Crummey withdrawal powers would
allow multiple transferors to fund the
trust with annual exclusion gifts.
 However, Crummey Trusts are often
oversold and poorly understood, and
the I.R.S. has had an uneasy relationship
with Crummey gifts.

 Following Crummey, a substantial body
of administrative requirements
developed regarding Crummey gifts.
For example—
 The beneficiary being given the
withdrawal right must have notice of
the right each time it arises.
 The notice must be provided more than
4 days before the power arises.
 The right to future notices cannot be
waived by the beneficiary.
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Recent Strategies
Crummey Powers
Planning Ideas Using Crummey Trusts
 The type of Crummey Trust that works best in a
given situation depends upon a client’s goals.
For Dynasty Trusts, of course, the GST planning is
paramount.

 Types of Crummey Trusts—
Funded Crummey Trust
Cristofani Crummey Trust
Hanging Power Crummey Trust
Separate Share Crummey Trust
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Recent Strategies
Crummey Powers
Funded Crummey Trust
 A “Funded Crummey Trust”
is a trust where the donor
may transfer more than the
annual exclusion amount to
a trust containing Crummey
withdrawal rights.

Cristofani Crummey Trust
 A “Cristofani Crummey Trust”
is a Crummey Trust that gives
Crummey withdrawal rights to
several beneficiaries, even
though only some of those
beneficiaries are current
beneficiaries of the trust once
the withdrawal right lapses
(i.e., a trust beneficiary
qualifies as an annual
exclusion gift even without a
vested interest in trust
property).
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Recent Strategies
Crummey Powers
Hanging Power Crummey Trust
 A “Hanging Power Crummey
Trust” is a trust whereby
“hanging” powers of withdrawal
are used in a Crummey Trust.
 A “hanging” power is one that
lapses each year by an amount no
greater than $5,000 or 5% of the
value of property out of which the
exercise of the lapsed power could
be satisfied.

 Hanging powers can be given to
several different beneficiaries of
the same pot trust, allowing the
distributions to the beneficiaries
upon the grantor’s death to be
made equally.

Separate Share Crummey Trust




A “Separate Share Crummey Trust” is a
trust whereby a grantor can create a
separate trust, or separate shares
within a single trust, for each
beneficiary, and give the beneficiary of
each trust or share a power of
appointment over the property upon
his or her death.
By structuring the trust in this manner,
the beneficiary does not make a
completed gift as a result of the lapse,
because the property is distributable
only to the beneficiary during his or her
lifetime, and on his or her death the
property is subject to a general or
limited power of appointment.
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Crummey Powers
PRACTICE POINTER

 Note that, even though an
annual exclusion gifts to
skip persons such as
grandchildren are not
direct skip gifts, if those
assets pass to a trust after
a Crummey withdrawal
lapses they will have an
inclusion ratio for GST tax
purposes other than zero
unless exemption is
allocated to them.
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Crummey Powers
PRACTICE POINTER

 Prior to implementing a pot
trust, an attorney should
advise the client of the
potential disadvantages of
having numerous
beneficiaries interested in
the same trust.
 Additionally, the proposed
trustee will want to consider
the potential for greater
exposure to liability and be
familiar with any and all
protective provisions
included in the trust
instrument.
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